
Graffiti  
Lesson objective 
By the end of the lesson pupils will be able to control the trajectory (height) of the shot using a wedge.  
Set up for activities 
Teams of up to 4 players. Set out a safe area of red cones and the same number of Tees (hitting areas) as 
teams facing a wall +/- 8 meters away; If a wall is not available then a badminton or volley ball net could be 
used Mark 3 levels High , Med , Low on the wall with tape, string, chalk on the wall and allocate points to the 
3 levels  i.e. High = -1 points  ,  middle = 5 points,  low = -2 points 
If no wall then players chip at a badminton net  
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LEVELS 
Pupil can score points based on the 
following criteria  
Beginner 
Learners play from the white cones 
(teeing ground) and throw a ball at the 
points zones, using their hand.  
If the ball hits the points zone the player 
records their points –High and Low 
throws = NO Penalty 
Intermediate 
Learners play from the white cones 
(teeing ground) and chip a ball at the 
point’s zones, using a wedge.  
If the ball hits the points zone the player 
records their points –High chips = NO 
Penalty - Low chips= penalties apply 
  
Advanced 
Learners play from the white cones 
(teeing ground) and chip a ball at the 
point’s zones, using a wedge.  
If the ball hits the point’s zone the player 
records their points – Both Penalties 
apply 

OBJECTIVE 
Pupils have to chip the ball against the 
wall (or Badminton net) points are 
awarded for controlling trajectory i.e. 
High on the wall or over the net = -1 
point:        
Middle zone or hit the net = 5 points:      
Low or under the net  = -2 points 
Beginner 
Throw by hand a ball to hit the point 
zones -----High or Low = NO Penalty  
Intermediate 
Chip a ball to hit the point zones. High = 
NO Penalty  
Low  Penalties- apply 
Advanced 
Chip a ball to hit the point zones.  - Both 
Penalties apply  
 
 
 
 
 

ASSESSMENT 
Beginner 
1 out of 6 throws to hit middle trajectory 
points level. 
Intermediate 
1 out of 6 Chips to hit middle trajectory 
points level  
Advanced 
Points over 10 chips should show a 
positive total 
  
Teaching point: 
Players should be able to demonstrate 
the set up for different trajectories.  
Trajectory of shot should be controlled by 
ball placement and rhythm of swing  
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